Fine fluorescent powder marking study of dispersal in the spruce bark beetle, *Ips typographus* (Coleoptera: Scolytidae)
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**Abstract.** A novel method was used to study dispersal in the spruce bark beetle, *Ips typographus* (L.), under epidemic conditions (rapidly increasing population density) in the Šumava National Park. Infested spruce logs were coated with a fine fluorescent powder and the passively marked emerging beetles were captured in pheromone baited traps located at various distances from these logs. The number of marked beetles captured decreased exponentially with increasing distance from the release point. The sex ratio of the bark beetles was more female biased the further they were recaptured from the logs, being 57% and 60% at distances of up to 50 and 100 m, respectively. The maximum distance flown by a marked beetle recorded in this experiment was 1094 m. A model fitted to the data on dispersal indicates that 10% of the spruce bark beetles dispersed over distances of 55 m and 4 m in spring (overwintered parental generation) and summer (first filial generation), respectively. Differences between spring and summer swarming are briefly discussed.

**INTRODUCTION**

Even-aged monocultures of Norway spruce (*Picea abies*) are the main type of forests planted in the Czech Republic (Spiecker, 2003; Knöke et al., 2005; Yousefpour et al., 2010; Mansfeld, 2011). The transformation of natural mixed forests to spruce monocultures has led to changes in forest structure and composition as well as the spread of Norway spruce beyond its natural distribution (Knöke et al., 2005). As a consequence, forest managers are facing decreased resistance of stands to various biotic (insects, fungi) and abiotic (snow, storms, drought) factors (Spiecker, 2003).

The spruce bark beetle, *Ips typographus* (L.), is one of the most important forest pests in Central Europe (Reeve, 1997; Wermelinger & Seifert, 1999; Wichmann & Ravn, 2001). It is commonly considered to be a secondary pest of Norway spruce (Szujecki, 1987; Forster, 1993; Schwenke, 1996), but may occasionally infest also pine and larch. Dispersal of adults is a minor but key part in the life cycle, which may crucially influence the survival and reproductive success of the spruce bark beetle (Hawkes, 2009) and colonization of host trees (Kautz et al., 2011a). Before a host tree is infested, the adults exhibit a series of consecutive behaviours. According to Byers (1996, 2000), the initial phase of each swarming is assumed to be a nonlinear random flight, which continues until beetles respond to attractive stimuli and/or wind drift starts to have an effect. Hietz et al. (2005) report there is a strong correlation between bark temperature and the emission of attractants from spruce trees. The final acceptance of a host spruce tree is probably further conditioned by visual signals, which may (in some bark beetle species) prevail where volatile stimuli are absent, weak or uninformative (Campbell & Borden, 2009). The process of host tree acceptance is finally completed by a positive response of adults to gustatory stimuli and penetration into phloem of the tree (Raffa & Berryman, 1982). *Ips typographus* prefers weakened, damaged or dying trees, predominantly older than 60 years. Favourable climatic conditions, frequently in combination with the late removal of infested timber, may lead to an outbreak of spruce bark beetles (Kautz et al., 2011a; Lausch et al., 2011). During such outbreaks, *Ips typographus* population density increases exponentially and emerging adults are able to infest and kill even healthy trees on a large scale, which changes *Ips typographus* into a primary pest (Reeve, 1997).

Because of the enormous economic losses caused by the spruce bark beetle, it is crucially important to have a
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detailed knowledge of its life cycle as this will aid in the optimization of protective measures leading to reduced costs. Interestingly, there are several aspects of spruce bark beetle biology that remain unclear and on which there is disagreement in the scientific literature. Importantly, questions regarding the spatial dispersion of the spruce bark beetle are frequently raised but rarely resolved. Few studies on the dispersal of *Ips typographus* are published and they used different methods. Most of these studies record the maximum flight distance of *Ips typographus*. Based on the methodology used, these studies may be divided into several groups. The first group includes studies based on more or less random catches or observations of beetles at various distances from the closest infestations or spruce stand. Flight distances reported in these studies are frequently many kilometres. The greatest distance reported, 43 km, is that in a study conducted by Nilssen (1984), who placed logs of spruce at various distances from the nearest spruce forest or bark beetle infestation and recorded the maximum distance at which individuals of various species of bark beetle were found. Nuorteva (1955) found adults of *Ips typographus* on pines approximately 60 km beyond the northern range of spruce in Finland. Fleischer (1875) and Komárek (1931) record spruce bark beetles flying from spruce stands and colonizing solitary spruce trees at distances of 20–30 km. The second group of studies used various methods of capture-mark-recapture, including several methods of marking the beetles prior to release. Duelli et al. (1997) used special pens to place coloured spots onto the pronotum of the beetles, which enabled the recaptured individuals to be sorted based on their release date. Every individual had to be marked manually, which made this method tedious and may also have influenced the behaviour and physiological status of the adults. Werner & Holsten (1997) and Franklin et al. (2000) stained the beetles in a sealed container with fluorescent powder. Thus, the need to handle every specimen was eliminated, but shaking the container to ensure the beetles were coated with the powder may still have influenced their dispersal behaviour. Zumr (1990, 1991, and 1992) captured adults in pheromone traps, marked them using a liquid fluorescent paint and then released them at two localities that differed in forest composition (mixed stand vs. spruce monoculture). He reported a relatively high percentage (63–65%) of marked beetles in pheromone traps installed up to approximately 1.2 km from the release points at both localities. Duelli et al. (1997) studied two categories of adults, those with and without previous flight experience, and marked these with different colours. The adults were then recaptured in pheromone traps arranged in three concentric circles (10, 160 and 400 m in diameter) in a pine (*Pinus sylvestris* L.) stand. Most adults flew less than 500 m but flight distances of more than 6 km were also recorded. Forssé & Solbreg (1985) tested the influence of energy reserves (stored lipid content) on flight distance. Measurements in flight mills indicated that *Ips typographus* adults can fly for distances of more than 19 km. The authors also studied vertical distribution of flying beetles in the field using suction traps placed at four heights (2, 9, 43 and 93 m above ground) on a TV tower, which indicated that only 14% of the beetles flew higher than 20 m above the ground. Zolubas & Byers (1995), who were the first to use fluorescent powder, captured marked adults in pheromone-baited traps placed at 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 m from the release point.

A completely different approach is represented by the so-called indirect methods. These methods are based on an analysis of aerial or satellite images of localities taken repeatedly several times a year. A comparison of such photographs provides information on successive activity of the pest and speed of its spreading through the canopy. Kautz et al. (2011b) analysed a dataset of infrared images documenting spruce bark beetle dispersion in the Bavarian Forest National Park since 1988. Similarly, Lausch et al. (2011, 2013) studied an 18 year dataset of colour-infrared aerial photographs of a selected part of the Bavarian Forest National Park. Both studies concluded that the new infestations occurred predominantly at distances of up to 500 m from previous ones. Indirect methods generate datasets on spatio-temporal scale but, unfortunately, with relatively low accuracy since the resolution of satellite images is not high enough to recognize a solitary infested tree. Moreover, it is impossible to identify the source of infestation and therefore the precise distance that the beetles flew before infesting a particular tree.

In the Czech Republic, the distance that *Ips typographus* can fly has become a political topic, mainly in relation to its recent outbreak in unmanaged parts of the Šumava National Park (Šumava NP). Šumava NP is part of the Bohemian Forest that occurs not only within the Czech Republic but also in Germany and Austria. The international character of the problem, together with the fact that neighbouring stands are predominantly commercial monocultures of spruce (except in the Bavarian Forest National Park in Germany), escalated the debate about the outbreak and spread of the spruce bark beetle and resulted in the Czech-Austrian governmental agreement that regulates the protective measures against *Ips typographus* in border areas.

The design of the current experiment was based on the above mentioned scientific literature. Marking the adults with fluorescent powder (detectable on bark beetle epidermis in amounts as low as one grain of 2 nm in diameter) increased the accuracy of flight distance measurements and the passive marking during emergence from logs also eliminated possible influence of handling on adult behaviour.

The aim of the present study was to test this method of marking and detection in outdoor conditions in the Šumava NP and determine the dispersal of *Ips typographus*, especially its spread from the unmanaged core zones to the surrounding intensively managed areas.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Study site**

The study area is within the Šumava National Park and Šumava Protected Landscape Area. Therefore, the process of site selection had to be a compromise between landscape characteristics and the relevant legislation (environmental law in the unmanaged core zone and forestry law in the surrounding areas).
The experimental site (49°03´N, 13°25´E, 1150 m a.s.l.) is located in an unmanaged spruce-dominated forest in the core zone of the Šumava NP. The site consists of a large, south-facing deforested area (20,000 m²), in which all trees were felled by the hurricane “Kyrill” in 2007. The locality was declared part of the unmanaged core zone in 2008 and the deforested area is surrounded by 60–80 year old spruce stands (Fig. 1). Its eastern side abuts on managed spruce forests and a barrier of pheromone-baited, poisoned spruce trunks was installed on the border in April 2013 to try to prevent the spread of beetles. The outbreak started in 2009 and resulted in an increasing proportion of dead standing trees. The volume of infested timber is not being monitored due to the conservation status of the locality, but an indication of the population density of the spruce bark beetle can be obtained from the maximum yearly catches of monitoring pheromone traps that reached 50,000 to 150,000 beetles per trap in the period 2009–2013. Air temperature at a sun exposed location was recorded at 30 min intervals using Commeter data loggers (Comet Systems, Rožnov pod Radhoštěm, Czech Republic).

Insects, fluorescent marking and data collection

A mark-release-recapture method was used to assess the flight distance of Ips typographus. To avoid physical damage during manipulation of beetles, a layer of fine fluorescent powder (Radium JST-10, Radiant Color NV, Houthalen, Belgium) was dusted onto the surface of spruce logs, containing adult beetles, using a Birchmayer DR 5 CO₂-powered duster (Birchmeier Sprühtechnik AG, Stetten, Switzerland). Before flight, emerging beetles walk on the surface of the log, which resulted in 100% of them being passively marked by fine grains of the fluorescent powder that adhered to cuticular hairs, especially those on the apex of the elytra. This enabled their detection in mass trapping devices; however, this was possible only in about 69% of the cases. The remaining samples were too dry or too decomposed to be dissected.

Dispersion modelling

Only capture data within the unmanaged zone were used for dispersion modelling. The pooled numbers of marked Ips typographus captured in each circle were divided by the number of traps in a particular circle. The resulting numbers, i.e. marked beetles per trap at four distances, were fitted using the following model:

\[ mSBB(d) = a \left( b - d^n \right)^n \]

where, \( mSBB(d) \) is the predicted number of marked spruce bark beetles recaptured at distance \( d \) from the release point, \( a \) and \( b \) are estimated parameters of the model.

Model parameters were estimated using the Rosenbrock and quasi-Newton method with the following loss function: \[ \ln(\text{pred} - \ln(\text{obs}))^2 \], where \( \text{pred} \) and \( \text{obs} \) were values predicted by the model and values actually observed, respectively. This loss function enabled more precise fitting of more distant circles as suggested by Turchin & Thoeny (1993).

An estimated maximum distance dispersed by 50% and 10% (median and upper 10% quantile of dispersion distance) of the marked beetles was calculated using the model as follows:

\[ y = 100 - \frac{\int_{50}^{\text{disp}} mSBB(x) dx}{\int_{50}^{\text{disp}} mSBB(x) dx} \]

where \( mSBB(x) \) is the predicted number of marked spruce bark beetles recaptured at distance \( x \) from the release point. We used the trapezoidal rule to calculate the definite integral with a step of 1. Starting with 51, the parameter \( \text{disp} \) in the above equation was increased by one until the result \( y \) reached approximately 50 and 10, respectively.

To evaluate the potential threat of beetles dispersing from unmanaged into managed stands, capture rates predicted by the above model were compared to actual capture rates of the traps located in the neighboring managed area. Prior to analysis, these traps were divided into groups according to their distance from the release point. Mean distances of these groups from the release point were 375, 520, 700, 900 and 1100 m. Counts of marked beetles...
beetles captured by the traps in each group were divided by the respective number of traps. The direction in which most Ips typographus dispersed was evaluated using $\chi^2$ tests. Numbers captured at 50 m and 100 m in spring and summer were evaluated separately assuming they dispersed uniformly in all directions. To evaluate the sex ratios of beetles that dispersed over various distances, captured marked beetles were dissected and their sex determined. Traps were divided into categories based on their distance from the release point and their captures pooled. A $\chi^2$-test was used to test the statistical difference between the actual sex ratio and a 1 : 1 sex ratio (Zumr, 1995; Lobinger, 1996).

$\chi^2$ tests were performed using STATISTICA 12 (Dell, 2015) and no family-wise error correction for multiple tests was applied.

RESULTS

Overwintered adults of Ips typographus started to fly in the second week of May. At that time, the number exceeded 1200 unmarked beetles per trap per week (BTW). Low temperatures and rainy weather during the following weeks interrupted the swarming for almost a month during which very few beetles were caught. The swarming then resumed from the second week of June until the end of the month. The average numbers caught were around 1000 BTW. The adults of the filial generation were first caught at the end of July and a maximum number of almost 7000 BTW was recorded at the beginning of August. The activity gradually decreased thereafter and the last capture of approximately 100 BTW was recorded on September 9, 2013 (Fig. 2).

The captures of marked beetles correlated with the general pattern of bark beetle activity (Fig. 2). The only exception occurred at the end of the growth season, when
an extraordinarily high percentage of marked beetles was recorded.

The total numbers of spruce bark beetles captured, estimated numbers of beetles released and length of the periods sampled during the spring and summer swarming are summarized in Table 1.

A total of 600 marked *Ips typographus* were captured during this study and the maximum distance flown recorded for a marked beetle was 1094 m. Fitted models for the dispersal of *Ips typographus* during spring and summer swarming periods are presented in Fig. 3, which indicates that 10% of the marked beetles in the spring and summer swarming flew more than 555 m and 432 m, respectively.

More than 70% of the beetles captured were found in traps that were more than 50 m from the release point. In addition, the 200 m trap circle captured surprisingly few marked beetles (6 and 5 beetles, respectively, in the spring and summer swarming).

Catches of marked beetles in neighboring managed stands grouped according to the distances from the release point are depicted together with the model estimates in Fig. 3.

Beetles did not disperse uniformly in all directions, with the north and north-east directions the most commonly recorded (see Table 2).

The sex ratio of recaptured beetles was significantly female biased (57% and 60%) at short distances (50 or 100 m, respectively) from the release point. However, at greater distances the sex ratio was not significantly different from a 1 : 1 ratio (see Table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

Bark beetle dispersal is influenced by numerous internal (e.g. weight, size, energetic status, population origin – non epidemic vs. epidemic, reaction to visual stimuli etc.) and external factors (e.g. breeding site availability, presence of volatile attractants, temperature, wind etc.) (Franklin & Grégoire, 1999; Wichmann & Ravn, 2001; Campbell & Borden, 2009; Dworschak et al., 2011; Kautz et al., 2011b). The different flight patterns recorded for adults of non-epidemic and epidemic populations are discussed by numerous authors and a possible explanation can be summarized as an interplay between food and breeding source availability, energy reserves (competition) of migrating specimens and presence/absence of either primary or secondary attractants (Weslien & Lindelöw, 1990; Safranyik et al., 1992; Franklin & Grégoire, 1999; Kautz et al., 2011b). The frequency of different flight distances recorded at the site studied decreases exponentially with the distance from the release point. This indicates that higher population densities effectively reduce the average flight distance and beetles search for a host tree close to the original infestation. High numbers of beetles during outbreaks...
probably ensure that even healthy trees with strong defense are unable to withstand the attack. The attractiveness of such trees is gradually increased due to the aggregation pheromone produced by each adult that lands on the trees (Franklin & Grégoire, 1999). Infesting the nearest tree is also more advantageous because of the energy demands of flight, although a direct relationship between the total lipid content and flight distance has never been proved (Botterweg, 1982; Dworschak et al., 2011).

The marking and fluorescent detection used in the present study is a unique combination of known methods and a novel application of others. The large scale labelling of logs is fast (using suitable dusters) and only a dust-protection mask and protective overalls are needed. The dye used is non-toxic and, because of its fine grain size, it is unlikely to interfere with insect flight capabilities. Construction of tin roof shelters to prevent the dye being washed off by rain reduces the need for reapplication. We employed, to our knowledge, a unique and simple conversion of a cheap handheld lamp with a CREE LED into a fluorescence detector by refitting it with a LED source of defined emission spectra suitable for excitation of the whole range of JST series of fluorescent powders. It offers several advantages compared to other methods. Mainly, there is no potentially harmful blacklight and the light source is cheap (1W LED is about 10 USD and the lamp is another 15 USD). The yellow goggles are a very beneficial and inexpensive (from 2 USD) replacement for costly low/band-pass filters and can be used for detection of all emission colors except blue. On the other hand, employment of hand-held violet or blue lasers could enable detection from greater distances (Rice et al., 2015).

The bark beetle dispersion model employed here can predict dispersal patterns at greater distances than the more generally accepted models (Turchin & Thoeny, 1993; Duerli et al., 1995) on which it is based. The present model uses data recorded within unmanaged forest, which borders on managed stands, where pheromone baited slit-traps were used as a monitoring and protective measure. The capture of marked beetles in these traps were compared to the captures predicted by the dispersion model. It is clear that, at shorter distances (in this case, 440 m), the risk of *Ips typographus* spreading from an unmanaged to a managed area was higher than predicted by the model, whilst at greater distances (>800 m), the risk of *Ips typographus* dispersion was lower than predicted. Such information is of importance for foresters planning protective measures against the spruce bark beetle. We confirm previous practical experiences in the Bavarian Forest NP (Heurich et al., 2001) and Harz NP (Niemeyer et al., 1995) that the spread of beetles from unmanaged areas with a high population density to managed stands can effectively be prevented by buffer zones located within 100–1500 m. Our model suggests that stands at distances of more than 500 m should be at less risk of infestation and, therefore, it can be concluded that 500 m protective zones should effectively reduce the number of migrating beetles. This finding is in agreement with those of Kautz et al. (2011b) and Lausch et al. (2011, 2013) who record that 95% of the new infestations occurred within 500 m. Similar conclusions are drawn by authors that recently studied the question of spruce bark beetle population levels in unmanaged and surrounding managed forests. Generally, it can be concluded that under non-epidemic conditions, unmanaged stands do not necessarily pose a threat to surrounding managed forests (Schlyter & Lundgren, 1993). However, rapid population growth in unmanaged stands may threaten neighboring managed forests at distances of up to 500 m following abiotic disturbances (e.g. storms or drought) (Wichmann & Ravn, 2001).

The present model estimated that approximately 10% of beetles migrated for distances of more than 500 m, which corresponds with the results of Wichmann & Ravn (2001), who report that 90% of new infestations occurred within 100 m of previous infestations. Thus, it can be concluded that the percentage of long-distance flyers in a population varies between the above mentioned 10% and the figure of 50% estimated by Duelli et al. (1995). That beetles that overwinter (spring swarming) fly greater distances is also reported (Furuta et al., 1996). The higher tendency for the overwintered generation to migrate may be attributed to the resumption of direct development following overwintering and the necessity for these beetles to replenish energy reserves and search for new breeding sites. Such behavior is common in many other species of insects (Košťál, 2006). The maximum distances flown by the spruce bark beetle recorded in the present study and those reported in other studies are very convincing, regardless of differences in the methods used. The most distant catches of marked beetles recorded in this study were almost 1100 m from the release point. Zumr (1990, 1991, 1993) recaptured marked spruce bark beetles at distances up to 1200 m regardless of forest structure and composition, whilst Weslien & Lindén (1990) recaptured 2% at 1200–1600 m. Therefore, it can be concluded that a significant percentage migrate longer distances. This observation might explain the occasional observations of mass infestations at localities where bark beetles were not previously reported by foresters. This information may also be of practical importance. Currently, the most widely used protective measures employed against the spruce bark beetle include timely removal of potential breeding material and sanitation felling of infested trees (Wermeling, 2004). Various trapping devices (e.g. trap trees, poisoned trap trees, pheromone traps etc.) are also being installed in order to prevent attacks on living trees in the sanitation felling area. Although relevant legislation differs between European countries, the exact number of trapping devices deployed usually depends on the number of infested trees that were found and felled on site during the preceding period. Based on the results of this study, some trapping devices should be installed across a wider area (as permitted by terrain / canopy configuration) to restrict the spread of an infestation.

The low catch of the traps in the 200 m trap circle (6 and 5 beetles, respectively, in the spring and summer swarming) recorded in this study can be attributed to the fact
that most of the traps in this circle were located inside the canopy or at the boundary between living and dead standing forest. Relatively high catches of marked beetles at the end of the growth season compared to the general activity and catches of unmarked beetles were probably due to the fact that the bark of the logs at the release point was too disturbed by previous development and feeding to provide a suitable overwintering habitat for the remaining beetles. The adults were thus forced to emerge and search for a new habitat in which to overwinter. Such behaviour is common to most pre-diapause insects (Koštíl, 2006).

In traps closer to the release point, more marked female beetles were captured than males. A reproductively successful male usually mates with two to three females (Wer- melingera, 2004). Males also initiate colonization of a new host tree. Therefore, a greater flight distance of males is to be expected. Unfortunately, there were too few captures at the greater distances to show if there was any significant departure from a 1:1 sex ratio (Zumr, 1995; Lobinger, 1996). However, higher captures of females at closer distances may indicate either that males had dispersed further or were not as attracted by synthetic pheromones as females. A lower percentage of males in pheromone trap catches has previously been mentioned by many authors (Annila, 1971; Zumr, 1982; Lindélöw & Weslien, 1986; Schlyter et al., 1987; Weslien & Bylund, 1988). Another possible explanation might be a higher percentage of females developing during periods of high population density. Such a shift in sex ratio (up to 70% females) is reported by Lobinger (1996) in Southern Bavaria.

Although wind speed/direction data were recorded during this study, the resolution of beetle collections (once or twice a week) did not enable a direct comparison of wind speed/direction and position of the marked individuals captured. The fact that beetles did not disperse uniformly in all directions can most probably be attributed to variations in the attractiveness of different areas of the forest. The managed forests in the eastern part of the study area consisted of numerous sunlit stand edges, which would be attractive to bark beetles, whilst the unmanaged stands were characterized by a very high and increasing proportion of dead trees.
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